Abstract| In this paper we analyze the performance of an iterative algorithm, similar to the discrete PapoulisGerchberg algorithm, and which can be used to recover missing samples in nite-length records of band-limited data. No assumptions are made regarding the distribution of the missing samples, in contrast with the often studied extrapolation problem, in which the known samples are grouped together. Indeed, it is possible to regard the observed signal as a sampled version of the original one, and to interpret the reconstruction result studied herein as a sampling result. We show that the iterative algorithm converges if the density of the sampling set exceeds a certain minimum value which naturally increases with the bandwidth of the data. We give upper and lower bounds for the error as a function of the number of iterations, together with the signals for which the bounds are attained. Also, we analyze the e ect of a relaxation constant present in the algorithm on the spectral radius of the iteration matrix. From this analysis we infer the optimum value of the relaxation constant. We also point out, among all sampling sets with the same density, those for which the convergence rate of the recovery algorithm is maximum or minimum. For low-pass signals it turns out that the best convergence rates result when the distances among the missing samples are a multiple of a certain integer. The worst convergence rates generally occur when the missing samples are contiguous.
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I. Notation and Terminology W E will work in complex n-dimensional space C n , with the usual inner product and norm. We dene a signal or sequence of length n to be any ndimensional complex vector x, with components, or samples, x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n?1 .
The Fourier matrix F is the unitary n n matrix with components F mk given by F mk = 1 p n e j 2 n mk where j denotes the imaginary unit. The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of x, denoted byx, is by de nition the sequencex = Fx.
Denote by E n the set f0; 1; : : :; n?1g, and let S a and S b be two subsets of E n with k elements. We say that S a and S b are equivalent if the elements of S a can be obtained by addition of an integer constant, modulo n, to the elements of S b . This simply means that S a and S b are related by a circular shift (a cyclic permutation). We say that a subset of E n of cardinality k < n is contiguous if it is equivalent to E k = f0; 1; : : :; k ? 1g.
We will be interested in two linear operations de ned on C n , which will be called sampling and band-limiting, respectively.
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By de nition, the sampling operation maps a sequence into another by setting to zero a subset of its samples. In matrix form, this corresponds to multiplication by a diagonal matrix D containing only zeros or ones. The diagonal of D will be called the sampling set associated with the sampling operation D, and D itself will be called a sampling matrix. The density of a sampling set is, by de nition, s=n, s being the number of nonzero entries in the sampling set.
It is assumed that s < n, that is, D 6 = I.
We de ne a band-limiting operator to be any linear operator characterized by a matrix B of the form B = F ?1 ?F, where ? is a sampling matrix other than I. Thus, according to this de nition, the band-limiting operation in C n is similar to a sampling operation performed in the frequency domain. We de ne the bandwidth of the sequence y = Bx to be q=n, where q is the number of nonzero entries in the matrix ?. For real low-pass sequences, a bandwidth of b means that the highest normalized frequency in the sequence is b=2. It is natural to call passband of B to the nonzero entries in the diagonal of ?. The low-pass and high-pass signals are xed-points of band-limiting operators with a contiguous passband.
Clearly, the set of all sampled sequences y = Dx with x 2 C n is a subspace of C n . Similarly, the set of all bandlimited sequences y = Bx with x 2 C n is a subspace of C n .
Furthermore, sampling and band-limiting are idempotent operations, and every sampling or band-limiting matrix is a projection matrix.
II. Purpose and Main Results of this Paper
There are four possible models for the band-limited extrapolation problem, which correspond to all possible combinations of discrete and continuous time and frequency. These models and some of their relations were studied in 1], along with a number of approximation results.
We will not insist here on the L 2 extrapolation problem nor on its sampled versions. Instead, we will focus on nite-dimensional interpolation and extrapolation problems, characterized by nite (or periodic) time-domain and frequency-domain vectors. In the terminology of 1], this corresponds to the discrete-discrete model.
More precisely, this paper is concerned with the recovery of partially known signals ( nite dimensional vectors) under a smoothness constraint (band-limiting) which implies the vanishing of a known subset of the samples of the DFT of the data. The signals are partially known in the sense that only a subset of its samples is supposed to be available for measurement. Our task is to nd from the available samples the values of the remaining ones. This problem presents certain similarities with the familiar sampling problem, which basically consists in restoration of a signal given a subset of its samples.
When the unknown samples are contiguously distributed this reduces to the often discussed extrapolation problem. It will be shown that in any case only a restriction of cardinality needs to be imposed upon the set of lost samples, and that, for any given bandwidth, there is a maximum percentage of unknown samples that can be tolerated if errorless restoration is desired, and this percentage naturally increases as the bandwidth of the signals decreases. This can be interpreted as a sampling result, asserting the possibility of errorless recovery of a band-limited signal if a su ciently dense subset of its samples is known.
The reconstruction algorithm studied herein is an iterative method which reduces to the discrete nitedimensional version of the well-known Papoulis-Gerchberg extrapolation algorithm 2, 3] , if the unknown samples are contiguous, and if a relaxation constant is unitary. In the latter case, the algorithm may also be described as an alternating projection algorithm of the type found in 4]. Its convergence will be established under no restriction on the distribution of the missing samples, generalizing results found in 5] and providing a theoretical background for the observations reported in 6].
It is often convenient to have upper and lower bounds for the convergence rate of an iterative algorithm. We will give these bounds and also the particular signals for which the bounds are attained. When the missing samples are contiguously distributed, these signals reduce to the periodic discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (P-DPSS) de ned in 7] .
We will analyze the e ect of the relaxation constant upon the convergence rate of the algorithm, and calculate the particular value of for which the asymptotic convergence rate of the algorithm is best possible.
We will also shed some light on the nature of the sampling sets for which the rate of convergence of the algorithm is best or worst possible in a certain sense. It turns out that, for the same number of unknown samples, the worst possible sampling set for low-pass or high-pass signals will nearly always be a contiguous one. On the other hand, the optimum sampling sets are those that arise when the distance between missing samples is a multiple of a certain integer, or very nearly so. For signals which are not strictly low-pass or high-pass, or, more precisely, for signals with non-contiguous passbands, this is not necessarily true. Band-pass signals provide an example of an important class of signals for which the worst possible sampling sets might not be contiguous.
We will show that for an optimum sampling set the spectral radius of the iteration matrix, which is an important indicator of the rate of convergence, is independent of the number of missing samples. In fact, a signal with several missing samples may be reconstructed as easily as a signal with a single missing sample, in the sense of asymptotic convergence, if the positions of the missing samples are properly chosen.
III. Related Work
A large percentage of the many published papers concerned with iterative constrained signal restoration is devoted to the band-limited extrapolation problem. Its study goes back to 8], where an extrapolation method is given, based on the double orthogonality property of the prolate spheroidal wave functions. The introduction of the errorreduction algorithm, also known as the Papoulis-Gerchberg iteration 2, 3], brought a new interest to the problem, and, since then, several works dealing with di erent aspects of the extrapolation problem have appeared. We refer the interested reader to 1,7,9{19] among many others. These works address topics that include implementation aspects, numerical stability, convergence acceleration, noniterative extrapolation, the sampled analog of the extrapolation problem, convergence criteria, the e ect of stabilizing constraints, etc.
We will brie y review some of the results found in these works and in a few others which are more closely related to the subject that we are about to study. For a numerical comparison of the several existing extrapolation algorithms see 20, 21] .
A. Band-limited L 2 and`2 signals Many of the mappings often found in iterative constrained restoration are projections, a fact that was used 4, 11] to obtain an alternative framework for a class of restoration problems which admit an interesting geometrical interpretation 4]. In the notation of 4], x satis es x = P b x, and the observed signal is y = P a x. The algorithm studied therein is based on the iteration x = y + (I ? P a )P b x: It is shown in 4] that x is completely determined by y = P a x if and only if P b and I ? P a have only the zero vector in common. Furthermore, the recovery process is stable if and only if the angle between the subspaces associated with P b and I ? P a is greater than zero. The solution of the extrapolation problem in L 2 follows from these results if P a and P b are identi ed with truncation in the time and frequency domains, respectively.
The convergence rate of the Papoulis-Gerchberg iteration may be improved by reducing out-of-band noise in an adaptive way. This can be accomplished by thresholding the spectrum, a technique which is e ective for signals which are linear combinations of sinusoidal functions 22] .
It is also known that algorithms which perform successive projections onto convex sets may also outperform the Papoulis-Gerchberg iteration, since they allow any number of a priori constraints to be included in the restoration procedure. See, for example, 23{26].
An iterative algorithm for restoring continuously sampled band-limited L 2 functions was proposed in 27]. A continuously sampled signal is obtained by setting to zero a signal except for a neighborhood of a countably in nite set of sampling instants. This algorithm is related to the Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm and to a general iteration proposed by Sandberg 28] , as discussed in 29{31]. It was shown recently 32] that the same procedure can be used in the case of instantaneous sampling.
Many discrete extrapolation problems lead to illconditioned systems of linear equations. Their noniterative solution is attractive from a computational point of view, but the quality of the results is often insu cient due to noise sensitivity or stability problems. Least-squares solutions with minimum norm, which can be found using singular value decomposition 33], are an interesting alternative. An uni ed approach to noniterative linear signal restoration can be found in 34], using Fredholm's theory of rst-kind integral equations. A number of two-step reconstruction algorithms can be understood in terms of this framework. A noniterative algorithm based on a distinct principle is studied in 35].
Reference 36] deals with iterative least-squares solutions of the linear signal restoration problem, and presents an approach to the solution of this problem based on Bialy's iteration, a general procedure to obtain approximate solutions of linear operator equations in Hilbert space. A number of previously known restoration algorithms can be obtained in this way. It is also known 37] that the Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm can be obtained from Landweber's iteration, an iterative method for the solution of rst-kind Fredholm integral equations.
In 38] it is shown that time-limited restoration of shiftinvariant blurred`2 signals can be done iterating an operator equation which de nes a contractive mapping. The results are valid for multi-dimensional sequences withnite energy. A similar approach, based on xed-point theorems, can be outlined under rather general conditions and leads to the constrained iterative restoration framework described in 39].
The extrapolation problem for multidimensional nite energy sequences was studied in 14], and related to the L 2 band-limited extrapolation problem. More precisely, it was shown that the discrete solution tends to the L 2 solution when the sampling rate used in the known segment of the signal tends to in nity.
B. Estimation of L 2 band-limited signals from a nite number of samples The problem of interpolating a band-limited signal from a nite set of nonuniform samples was formulated as a leastsquares optimization problem and solved using Lagrange multipliers, reproducing kernel Hilbert space theory, and other techniques 40{43]. More recently, it was shown 44] that Yen's interpolation formula 40] is a consequence of an optimization result valid in Hilbert space, and that the frequency domain characteristics of this interpolation formula are optimum in a weighted least-squares sense. A block interpolator was also proposed 44] which overcomes some of the computational di culties found when applying Yen's formula to interpolation problems of large dimensionality.
A mathematically similar problem is addressed in 45], namely, the reconstruction of a time-limited signal from a nite number of unevenly spaced samples of its Fourier transform. It is assumed that there exists a one-to-one differentiable transformation which maps the set of sampling points into a set of equally spaced points, and both onedimensional and two-dimensional reconstruction problems are studied. In fact, it is possible to arrive at sampling expansions for signals which are not band-limited if such a mapping exists 46]. An alternative, which sometimes leads to good results, is to interpolate a set of uniformly spaced points on the nonuniform grid 47].
The Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm can also be used 48] to obtain a noniterative algorithm for the recovery of lost samples of oversampled functions belonging to L 2 . The effect of noise and out-of-band signal components on a similar noniterative solution was studied in 49]. The algorithm discussed in 48] is also valid for L 2 functions which are integral transforms of compactly supported functions 50].
It is possible to estimate band-limited discrete signals from a nite number of samples, taking into account the length of the interval over which a good extrapolation is desired 51]. Although the result does not have minimum norm, it is optimum for signals concentrated on that interval.
The estimation of two-dimensional signals from a nite number of samples was also studied. In 52] the authors choosed to minimize the maximum of the mean-squared error over a class of signals with respect to the sampling set. They found that the optimum sampling set minimizes the spectral radius of an associated matrix, and that it is evenly spaced for rectangular passbands.
C. Finite-dimensional problems
The band-limited interpolation problem can be studied within the more general framework of constrained iterative restoration 39]. In this case it is natural to take bandlimiting as the constraint and time-limiting as the distortion. The convergence of certain of these algorithms, including a class of nite-dimensional problems, was studied in 53].
There are a few papers that report the performance of iterative techniques as interpolators or estimators 6, 54] , but the analysis normally performed does not take full advantage of the nite dimensionality of the problem. This is an important fact since it allows some of the di culties that arise when sampling the solution of a continuous problem to be overcome.
More recently 55], a nite-dimensional algorithm for interpolation and extrapolation was proposed which requires less a priori information about the bandwidth of the data, and which can be applied to mixed interpolation/extrapolation methods. The new algorithm should be particularly useful whenever precise bandwidth information about the original signals is unavailable.
The analysis of the nite-dimensional version of the Papoulis-Gerchberg algorithm was made in 5], taking advantage of the fact that the known samples are contiguous. This induces a matrix partitioning amenable to analysis. In 56], it is proved that the result of this discrete extrapolation procedure does indeed approximate the solution of the continuous problem, when the sampling frequency and the number of samples simultaneous increase. For the noisy case see 57] . A similar result is known for multidimensional problems 58].
Finally, we point out that the alternating projection algorithm was explored as a method to compensate for some forms of distortion that result from certain data compression methods 59]. Experimental evidence gathered in 6, 54, 59] shows the usefulness of one-dimensional iterative methods of this kind.
IV. Linear Iterative Algorithms of First Order
The spectral norm of an arbitrary matrix M, which is normally de ned as kMk = sup kxk=1 kMxk;
is also given by
where (X) denotes the spectral radius of X, that is, the greatest of its eigenvalues, in absolute value. Note that the spectral norm of a hermitian matrix equals its spectral radius. Identity (1) can be established in di erent ways. One that leads to useful conclusions in the kind of problems that we will consider is the following (for an alternative proof We are considering the restriction of the continuous function to a compact set. Thus, the absolute maximum (minimum) of (x) will be attained by the eigenvector of M H M that corresponds to its largest (smallest) eigenvalue in absolute value. These eigenvalues will be denoted by max and min , respectively, and the associated eigenvectors by v max and v min .
Relation (1) follows from this and the de nition of norm.
Note that kMxk kMk kxk. Also, since M H M is hermitian, kMk 2 = (M H M) = kM H Mk. 
eigenvalues are all less than 1 in absolute value 60]). Note that strict nonexpansiveness is only a su cient condition for convergence. In fact, we could easily exhibit examples of expanding linear operators, that is, matrices with norm greater than one, which nevertheless converge to zero. This can never occur for hermitian or normal matrices, whose norms and spectral radii are necessarily equal. A simple example of a matrix whose norm and spectral radius di er is given in 60].
Consider now the sequence of vectors x i 2 C n de ned by x i+1 = Mx i + b, M and b being, respectively, a n n matrix and a n 1 column vector. This is a model of the general linear stationary iterative algorithm of rst order with iteration matrix M.
Assume that M is convergent to zero. Then, the sequence x i converges to some limit vector x which satis es x = Mx + b, since we have The algorithms which will be studied below are linear iterative algorithms of the rst order with non-hermitian iteration matrices. They can be derived using the general framework for constrained iterative restoration established in 39]. In this particular case, we take the sampling and band-limiting operations as, respectively, the distortion and constraint mentioned in 39]. The original signal Alternatively, we may apply the band-limiting operator to (3) . This leads to u n+1 = By + B(I ? D)u n = T 3 u n : (6) As we have seen, these algorithms will converge if and only if the spectral radius of the respective iteration matrices is strictly less than unity. Since the iteration matrices of the methods (3) and (6) On the other hand, since x = Bx, that is,x i = 0 for all i 2 I f , n ? q samples ofx are zero and thus X i= 2It
F ki x i = 0;
for all k 2 I f . The submatrix of F that appears in (7) (4) , has at least one solution.
Proof: T 1 is continuous and nonexpansive, and maps a non-empty, compact and convex subset of C n into itself (consider the set of all sequences with norm less than or equal to a given bound). Therefore, it must have a xedpoint 39,61]. which implies the vanishing of the v i for i 2 I t , since, by hypothesis, 0 < < 2. Applying lemma VI.1, we see that v must be the zero vector, a contradiction, and thus T 1 must be strictly nonexpansive. The theorem then follows since a strictly nonexpansive mapping cannot have more than one xed point.
VII. Upper and Lower Error Bounds
We will now give upper and lower bounds for the reconstruction error at any given iteration, assuming that = 1. The bounds are best-possible and we give the initial error vectors for which they are attained.
Recalling (8) (12) ke k+1 k k min ke 1 k; (13) hold. Equality is attained if e 1 = v max , in case of (12), or e 1 = v min , in case of (13) .
In many cases one takes x 0 to be the zero vector, which gives x 1 = y, and e k = A k 1 x. Taking x = v max then results in the lowest possible asymptotic convergence rate.
In this sense, the v max are the signals which result in the worst possible algorithm performance. A similar argument, regarding best possible performance, holds for v min .
For pure extrapolation of low-pass signals and = 1, this analysis is related to the singular value analysis of the operator DB done in 7], and to the periodic discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (P-DPSS) discussed therein.
Note that setting M = A 1 in equation (2) gives B(I ? D)Bv = v; (14) which turns out to be equivalent to
since any solution of (14) must be band-limited (left multiply (14) by B). Equation (15) is equivalent to the equation used to de ne the P-DPSS in 7]. The eigenvectors of (14) v min and v max , which correspond to the smallest and largest eigenvalues min and max in (14) , are therefore examples of P-DPSS.
VIII. The Optimum Relaxation Constant
Let us now study the e ect of the parameter upon the convergence rate of the algorithm. which is equivalent to S Bv = Bv; again using the idempotency of B. This shows that (A ) (S ). Since we have already shown the converse, it follows that (A ) = (S ).
The e ect of the parameter upon the convergence rate of the algorithm may be judged from its e ect upon the spectral radius (A ) of the iteration matrix. Since (A ) = (S ), it is su cient to compare the spectral radii of the matrices S and S 1 .
With 1) is a straight line of positive slope connecting the points f0; 1 ? g and f1; 1g. This mapping allows the determination of the optimal value of . In the following discussion, we take = 1 as the reference value. Note that decreasing below 1 is uninteresting since it increases the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix. On the contrary, increasing towards 2 may reduce the spectral radius and therefore lead to better convergence rates.
Assume that > 1, and let min and max be the small- which may result in considerably better convergence rates. To summarize, reducing below 1 should be avoided since it decreases the convergence rate. When increases between 1 and opt , the spectral radius of the iteration matrix decreases, and therefore the asymptotic convergence rate is improved. Increasing above opt should be avoided since it again reduces the convergence rate and will ultimately lead to divergence. Note, however, that 0 < max < 1 implies 1 < opt < 2 and 0 < (A ) < 1, which means that for just greater than opt the method will still be convergent.
IX. Sampling Sets and Convergence Rate
We will now study the norm and spectral radius of the matrix A 1 de ned by (8) . We would like to know which sampling sets minimize or maximize the asymptotic convergence rate of the algorithm, for a given density. We will 
In the following we will study the norm of A 1 instead of its eigenvalues. However, because of (16), knowledge of the norm of A 1 is equivalent to knowledge of its spectral radius, and therefore of its asymptotic rate of convergence. This can be of help in understanding the e ect of the sampling sets upon the convergence properties of the algorithm.
As before, let s be the number of known samples, and let their subscripts be I t = fi 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i s g.
We will not impose any contiguity constraints upon the band-limiting matrix B, which is only assumed to have bandwidth q=n (see section I for the meaning of q). We denote the columns of B by b i , i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1. Since 
A. The Minimum Norm of the Iteration Matrix
Recall from section IV that kA k 2 equals the spectral radius of the hermitian matrix A H A , which, in turn, can be obtained radius of the hermitian matrix A H 1 A 1 , which, in turn, can be obtained by taking the supremum of (17) over all x of unit norm. From (17) it follows that this quantity attains its least possible value when = 1. Thus, the norm of A is minimized when the relaxation constant is unitary. A second proof could be given based on the results of section VIII.
B. One Missing Sample
When only one sample is missing and = 1, I t is reduced to one element. Denoting it by i, we have kA 1 xk 2 = hb i ; xi 2 : The supremum of this expression over all x with unit norm will be attained for x = b i =kb i k. Thus kA 1 k 2 = kb i k 2 = q=n; where q=n is just the normalized bandwidth of the bandlimiting matrix. Thus A 1 will be a linear contractive operator for any q < n.
It follows from (16) Note that each iteration of the reconstruction algorithm will reduce the squared error by a factor of at least q=n. Using the optimum relaxation constant = opt = 2n=(2n ? q) this can be improved to q=(2n ? q).
C. Two Missing Samples
Suppose now that still equals 1 but that two samples are missing, that is, I t = fi; jg. In this case we have kA 1 xk 2 = hb i ; xi 2 + hb j ; xi 2 :
The stationary points of this quadratic form are the eigen- For band-pass signals, for example, the worst case situation may no longer correspond to a contiguous sampling set (see gure 2).
Let us now consider a number of missing samples greater than 2. Again, let s=n be the density of the sampling matrix, and n?s the number of unknown samples. What can we say about the best and worst possible missing sample distributions?
As we have seen, the squared norm of A is given by that is, A 1 will be a convergent matrix with squared norm q=n. Note that in this case the norm is independent of the number of missing samples, and equals the value obtained for a single missing sample. Clearly, if the missing samples are distributed in this way, the recovery of one, two, or more missing samples can be performed with a matrix whose norm is determined only by the bandwidth of the data. Also, the asymptotic convergence rate of the reconstruction algorithm will be independent of the number of missing samples, provided that the lag between missing samples is adequately chosen. We assume, of course, that the conditions of theorem VI.1 are satis ed, that is, the sampling set has a su ciently high density.
For signals with a contiguous set of nonzero harmonics, and in particular for low-pass signals, it follows from (18) that jb 0 (k)j can be zero only for the following values of k, n q ; 2n q ; 3n q ; : : : assuming that q divides n. These quantities determine the possible positions of the missing samples which correspond to optimum sampling sets. If q does not divide n, they may still originate sampling sets with near-optimum convergence properties.
X. Examples
In this section we present the results of computer simulations that illustrate and con rm the results presented so far.
The reconstruction algorithm described in section V was applied to two reconstruction problems. The input signal for the rst example is depicted in gure 3. It is a randomly generated vector of 64 samples, band-limited with a lowpass lter of normalized bandwidth 0.52. The (randomly generated) sampler vector is depicted in gure 4. It has a normalized density of 0.69. Since its normalized density exceeds the normalized bandwidth of the input data, we may expect the reconstruction procedure to converge.
The optimum value for the relaxation constant was found from the results of section VIII, and the algorithm was run twice, once with = 1 and another with = opt . In both cases we took the observed signal as the rst approximation. The resulting error curves are shown in gure 5. As expected, the asymptotic rate of convergence is best in the latter case. Figure 6 depicts the input data vector which minimizes the asymptotic convergence rate of the algorithm, for = 1, the sampler depicted in gure 4, and frequency domain characteristics equal to those of the signal depicted in gure 3. It is the eigenvector v max of S 1 which pertains to its largest eigenvalue. We ran the algorithm twice using this vector as input, once with = 1 and another with = opt . The error evolution may be found in gure 7. Again, the algorithm performed as expected. Note the improvement in convergence rate in the case = opt .
In all cases, the reconstructed signals were visually indistinguishable from the originals, on the scale of the gure.
XI. Conclusions
We studied the convergence properties of a nitedimensional iterative reconstruction algorithm which can be useful for the solution of certain interpolation and extrapolation problems. We gave best-possible lower and up- per bounds for the error as a function of the number of iterations, and the signals for which the bounds are exact. We analyzed the e ect of the relaxation constant and established its optimum value. Starting with the simplest possible cases, we elaborated on the best and worst possible sampling sets, in the sense of best and worst possible asymptotic convergence rates. Finally, we illustrated the theoretical results with the results of a computer simulation. This work complements existing works where the same or similar algorithms are used and shown to perform well, but which do not include a detailed theoretical analysis.
Although the algorithm is capable of interesting performance under certain circumstances, there are classes of problems for which it does not seem very well suited. We point out, for example, the nite-dimensional low-pass extrapolation problem as an example. In this case, and, more generally, whenever there are long contiguous gaps of missing samples, the convergence rate may fall to quite low levels. We hope to address this problem in future works.
